
 
Agility Gate 
  
I hope most of you have downloaded Agility Gate by now.  Here is a quick how-to and general 
information on how to use it. 
  
The gate-sheets will be posted on the Agility Gate-app the evening before the trial, once we have 
finished move ups, etc.  You can check in after 6 a.m. each trial day.   
  
 
Go to the app and click on CLUB NAME, enter the code when prompted. The code for XXX CLUB is XXXX 
  
To Check yourself in: 

❖  Open each class that you are entered in. 
❖  Scroll down to your dog’s name  
❖  Swipe left: 
❖  Click “Check In”--as you can see you can also mark your dog absent (scratch) and there are a 
couple more options that will come in handy at  bigger trials. C for Conflict-do work with the 
Gate Steward for moving you. FEO if you want to run as such in FAST or Time 2 Beat. You can go 
back and change to another choice any time before your run.  
If you look to the right of the Class Name that you just opened, you will see a small icon. Click 
that icon to see the course-map for that class. Click again on the map to return to the running 
order. 

  
During the day. 
You can open the app and click on a class that is currently running, as each dog goes on the line the 
gate-steward will swipe on the i-pad that is running the program and a line will appear across the dog’s 
name, just like on a gate sheet.  This will help you see exactly where we are in the running order without 
having to go to the gate to figure out how many dogs until your run. Or until the class is done, and you 
will get to walk.   
Note: We will post the running order for you on the trial secretary’s website, but using the app will save 
you time, you won’t need to stand in line to check in; and we will be able to keep our distance from each 
other much easier this way.  The gate is where we most often see crowding. 
HANDY TIP: Click  on the “map-icon” in the upper right hand corner: There is your course-map for the 
class! 
  
We look forward to seeing you all this weekend, May all your runs be fun! 
  
LINKS:  
http://dogagility.info/agility_gate 
 

http://dogagility.info/agility_gate

